
 
World History: Week of September 28 - October 2 

 

Unit 1: Early Humans: Survival and Settlement  
Unit Claim: How do environmental changes impact human life and settlement?  
Unit Assessment: Powerpoint or other digital presentation that demonstrates the response to the claim.  

 

 Outcomes Assignments (Main things done in class) 

Coming soon… 
Debate!  

This week and next week we will be preparing for 
an in class debate - “Is farming better than 
hunting-gathering?” All materials will be due on the 
day of the debate (Wednesday 9/30).  

Debate materials will be due on Thursday 10/1 
1. “Pros and Cons of Agriculture” Chart - in Digital Notebook 
2. Articles 1-4 - Annotated and guiding questions answered (posted 

on Google Classroom or printed if student requested hard copy) 
3. Rank and Reason Chart - paper copy 
4. Debate Setup Chart - paper copy  

Monday 
 

I can analyze the pros and cons of farming. 
 
I can determine if farming was more beneficial than 
hunting.  
 
 

➔ Answer Guiding Questions for Article 4: “The Worst Mistake in 
the History of the Human Race.”  

➔ Complete Pros and Cons of Agriculture” Organizer  for Article 4 
➔ Discuss - what are the top pros and cons for farming in your 

opinion?  
 
Homework:  Review Articles 1 -4 (reread, review answers), review Pros 
and Cons chart, checkpoint quiz tomorrow  

Tuesday  

I can analyze the pros and cons of farming. 
 
I can determine if farming was more beneficial than 
hunting.  

➔ Pros and Cons of Agriculture Checkpoint Quiz  
➔ Complete “Rank and Reason Chart” using evidence from 

Articles 1-4  
➔ Determine opinion to the debate question - Is farming better than 

hunting?  
 
Homework: Review all materials in preparation for the debate 
➢ Annotated articles, pros and cons chart, rank and reason chart 

Wednesday  

I can analyze the pros and cons of farming. 
 
I can determine if farming was more beneficial than 
hunting.  

➔ Complete “Debate Setup Chart” using evidence from Articles 1-4 
➔ Review debate rubric and video example of debate procedures  
➔ Virtual Groups - Meet with student group (pro farming or pro 

hunting) to consolidate thinking and determine roles for the 

http://www.viewpure.com/U0XTkCSb6a8?start=0&end=0


 

debate  
 
Homework: Prepare for the debate tomorrow  
➢ Come with all materials complete (including annotated articles, 

pros and cons chart, rank and reason chart), read over the 
rubric, practice presenting points  

Thursday 

I can analyze the pros and cons of farming. 
 
I can determine if farming was more beneficial than 
hunting.  

➔ Debate: Students will participate in a debate to answer the 
following question: Is hunting and gathering better than farming?  

➔ Due: Pros and Cons Chart, Articles 1-4, Rank and Reason Chart  
➔ Reflect - Which side presented the better argument? 
➔ Discuss - Did farming have an overall positive or negative impact 

on society? 
 
Homework: Prepare for Unit 1 Assessment (Friday 10/2 - Tuesday 
10/6)  
➔ Review tests, quizzes, and graded writing assignments  
➔ Be sure that you have all slides completed in your digital 

notebook (check the teacher notebook) and all absent work has 
been made up  

Friday 

I can analyze the impact of environmental changes 
on early humans and where they settle. 
 
I can cite evidence to support my thinking.  

➔ Unit 1 Assessment (100 pts): Students will create a Google 
Slide that answers the unit claim “How do environmental 
changes impact human life and settlement?” using the CER 
format and evidence from the sources in Unit 1.  
◆ Due Tuesday 10/6 

 
Homework:  The unit assessment is an in class assessment. Students 
must work on the assignment at school. Students may review materials 
and readings at home to further prepare.  

 
Highlights: Test or Quiz; due date 
 
Notes:  
➔ Review assignments nightly (10-15 minutes)  
➔ All assignments are located in Google Classroom under the “Classwork Section”  
➔ Notes are taken in the Digital Notebook under “Unit 1 Resources”  



 
◆ See Teacher Digital Notebook to see what slides should be in the student notebook 

 

How can I “review” at home? 
➔ Reread articles and annotate with additional thoughts  
➔ Review slides in Digital Notebook  

◆ Cover up answers and explain the material out loud or in your head  
◆ Copy and paste the slide and clear the information - see if you can add the information back from memory, check what you missed 

on the original slide. You can highlight what you missed so you know to focus on that information.  
➔ Vocabulary  

◆ Create flashcards on index cards or on an app like Quizlet (quizlet.com)  
● Use the glossary for vocabulary words, add any important terms  

◆ Create a fun story that includes the vocabulary words - this will help you remember what they mean!  
➔ Rewatch videos posted on Google Classroom  
➔ Answer the topic “key questions” in your own words.  

 
 

https://quizlet.com/

